Team Name: ____________________________________________

Song & Artist: ____________________________________________

Team Captain: ____________________________________________

Team Captain Email: ________________________________________

Names of participating team members (please include captain):

1. _________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________
4. _________________________________________________________
5. _________________________________________________________
6. _________________________________________________________
7. _________________________________________________________
8. _________________________________________________________

Props being used: _________________________________________

☐ We have read and understand the rules and regulations which were included with this form.

*MUST BE TURNED IN ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 4th AT 4:30 PM TO THE YU INFO DESK*

Music must be submitted with registration form. Turn in a flash drive or CD to the YU Info Desk.
Union Bash Lip Sync Battle Rules & Regulations

1. Registration is open to the first 10 teams that complete form. Forms can be picked up and turned in at the Yellowjacket Union Information Desk. Completed forms must be submitted by November 4th at 4:30pm.

2. Teams can range in size from 1 to 8 people. Eligible team members include current UWS students, faculty, staff, and administration. All team member names must be included on the registration form. Only individuals listed on the registration form can perform. Performance priority will be given to UWS students.

3. Individuals can only compete in one act.

4. Teams may use props; these props must be included on the registration form to be approved by the Union Bash Committee. Props not included on registration form cannot be used in the performance. Fog machines, bubble machines, fire, water, and glitter are prohibited. Microphones will provided.

5. Music must be submitted with registration form by November 4th at 4:30pm to be approved by the Union Bash Committee. Songs must be the clean version, no explicit versions will be accepted. Failure to submit music may result in the team’s registration being cancelled. Teams will be notified by November 5th whether they have been approved to participate.

6. The maximum time limit is four minutes per performance. After four minutes, the music will fade out.

7. The Union Bash Committee reserves the right to cancel registration if the committee feels the act is inappropriate or offensive to others. If an offensive act is performed, the Union Bash Committee reserves the right to terminate the performance and the act will be disqualified.

The competition will be judged in these categories:

A. **Lip Sync Abilities**: How well the performer(s) lip-sync the lyrics of the song.

B. **Creativity**: How original and creative the performance is. Instead of just standing on stage and lip-syncing a song - props, choreography, costumes and/or other ideas should be used and often impresses the judges and generates crowd response. Be creative!

C. **Stage Presence & Choreography**: Again, don’t just stand there! Engage the audience, dance, smile, make eye contact with the judges...you’re a STAR ---have fun!

Each category will be worth 15 points each. In case of a tie, the act with the highest lip sync score will win. The judges’ decisions are final. Prizes will be awarded.